
       IN THE COURT OF THE ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE NO. 2, KAMRUP, GUWAHATI.
                                                     Present :- Sri S. K. Poddar, AJS,

                                                                   Addl. Sessions Judge No. 2,
                                                                         Kamrup, Guwahati.

Criminal Revision No. 127/2013

 Sri Dhrubajyoti Sarma                             .............                Petitioner-Vs-        State of Assam      ...........                                                 Opp. Parties.
Date of Hearing:-        01.10.2013Date of Order:-    03.10.2013

JUDGMENT & ORDER1. Both the sides are represented. By this order, I am going to dispose this revision petition filed by one of the petitioner, against the order dated 25.09.2013 passed by learned Addl.  Chief  Judicial Magistrate,  Kamrup,  Guwahati  in  Noonmati  PS case No.  383/2013 rejecting the prayer of release of seized Renualt Dauster Vehicle on zimma to the petitioner. 2. Petitioner case in brief is that on the allegation of  theft and criminal  intimidation at Narengi  Tyre Shop,  a FIR was lodged against some persons resulting to registration of Noonmati PS case No. 383/2013 u/s 147/149/448/380/427 IPC.   In the FIR it was also that said criminal came in a un-numbered new vehicle. During investigation of the aforesaid case, police seized the unnumbered new vehicle on the ground that the vehicle was lying on road side.                                                                                   …. Contd..2
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3. After seizure of the vehicle, on behalf of the owner of the vehicle  through  its  authorised  officer  move  a  petitioner  before Learned  Addl.  Chief  Judicial  Magistrate,  Kamrup,  Guwahati  for release of the vehicle on zimma and after calling a report from I/O, learned court below has been pleased to rject the petition of zimma, resulting  to  this  revision  petition  challenging  the  legality  of impugned order.4. I have gone through the c/copy of papers furnished with the petition and heard Learned.  Addl.  PP who is  representing the state.5. On  going  through  the  papers  it  revealed  that  during investigation, police prepared two seizure lists on 08.09.2013 viz one for seizure of vehicle and the other for some torn currency notes and one broken cash box. Upon calling report from I/O on the petition for release of vehicle, the I/O has objected on released of seized articles being  vital  ingredients  of  the  case  and  highly  required  for investigation.  In  the  report  no specific  mention was  made for  the seized  vehicle  as  to  how  and  why  the  vehicle  was  necessary  in further investigation. From the report I am of the impression that by the term article the I/O has only meant the torn notes and broken cash box only.                   6. Even assuming that I/O has objection in release of seized vehicle  in  zimma,  whether the court  was  justified  in rejecting the prayer  of  the  authorised  agent  of  owner  of  the  vehicle.  My  strait answer is big “NO”. While rejecting the prayer of zimma learned trial court has ignored the fact the 5-6 persons who used were using the brand new vehicle, has allegedly committed the offence of 380/506 IPC. While rejecting the petition learned trial court has also ignored the  ratio  laid  down  by  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  of  India  in  the reported case of AIR 2003 SC 638 (Sunderbhai Ambalal Desai vs 

State of Gujrat).

6. In  the  above  referred  case  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  of India directed as follows:-                         …. Contd..3
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“17.  In our view, whatever be the situation,  it is of no use to  
keep such seized vehicles at the police stations for a long  
period.  It  is  for  the  Magistrate  to  pass  appropriate  orders  
immediately by taking appropriate bond and guarantee as well  
as security for return of the said vehicles, if required at any point  
of  time.  This can be done pending hearing of applications for  
return of such vehicles.”            7. Considering above, I hold that the impugned order was not  justified  under  the  facts  of  this  case  and the  same  cannot  be allowed to stand. Accordingly the impugned order is set aside. 8. To avoid further delay,  it  is directed that learned Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate, Kamrup, Guwahati shall pass a fresh order on  the  petition  for  release  of  the  seized  vehicle  in  zimma  of  the owner/his authorised agent on execution of bond with reasonable conditions as per law.              9. The revision petition is thus allowed on contest. No order as to costs.10. Send a copy of this order to learned Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate, Kamrup, Guwahati for information and needful action.11. Petitioner  is  directed  to  appear  before  learned  Addl. Chief  Judicial  Magistrate,  Kamrup,  Guwahati  on  05.10.2013 for further instructions.12. Case is disposed accordingly. 

                                                                      Addl. Sessions Judge No. 2                                                                              Kamrup, Guwahati.


